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Positive Minds; Online


Week 6
Task 1a – Spot the Difference


Not everything we see 
online is as it seems. A large percentage 


of all images online have been edited in some way. 
Photoshopped and edited photos create a false 


belief in consumers as they may want to buy a product 
based on the edited image or change their behaviour 


and lifestyle because of an edited person.


Below are 3 pictures that have been edited. Can you 
spot the differences in the box and write down why 


you think they have been changed in this way 
and how it might effect someone seeing 


that image in the comments box?


Differences Comments


Differences Comments


Differences Comments





		DIFF 1: 

		COMM 1: 

		DIFF2: 

		COMM 2: 

		DIFF 3: 

		COMM 3: 








Positive Minds; Online


Week 6
Task 1b – Positive and Negative


Negative Comment


Social media and the internet 
gives the opportunity for people to say whatever 
they want to whoever they want if profiles are not 


made private or used with caution. 
Negative comments can really affect a person’s wellbeing 


whereas positive images can boost them.


Below are 3 pictures of comments on a social media site both 
positive and negative. After reading both can you write 


down how you think each comment could effect 
someone’s wellbeing if it was directed 


towards them?


OMG Why would you post 
this, what an ugly picture 
hahaha lol


Lovely photo, you look so 
nice. Where did you get those 
jeans from?


ninwirths so beautiful :)


 
 
 
 


Classycleanchic how cute u r


CharabinigOr amazing!


Positive Comment


Negative Comment


Positive Comment


Positive Comment


Negative Comment


 
 
 
 
Classycleanchic how cute u r


CharabinigOr amazing!


Stop lying, we all know you 
didn’t draw that, just begging 
for likes


Wow that’s so good. You’ve 
gotten so much better. You 
should start selling these!


Status: Just found out that my granny is 
seriously ill ☹  ☹ ☹ 


Hey, I’m so sorry, message or call me 
if you want to talk about it


Nobody cares!!!





		NEG 1: 

		POS 1: 

		NEG 2: 

		POS 2: 

		POS 3: 

		NEG 3: 





